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J2EE Platform Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
Build robust, scalable, end-to-end business solutions with  J2EE(TM) Web Services.

This is the definitive practitioner's guide to building  enterprise-class J2EE Web Services that integrate with any B2B application and  interoperate with any legacy system. Sun senior architect Ray Lai introduces 25...


		

The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software, & Networking: An Information Technology ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing...


		

Linux on the MainframePrentice Hall, 2003
          Linux on the Mainframe is the comprehensive guide to the fastest growing trend in IT. IBM's Linux experts present peerless instruction in the art of planning for and making the most of a Linux mainframe. This book's in-depth coverage includes virtualization, deployment, data management,...






		

Web Performance Tuning: Speeding Up the Web (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1998

	When I told people I was writing a book called Web Performance Tuning, the usual response I got was that the title should be "Web Server Performance Tuning." Most people believe that the server is the only part of the Web that you can tune. When you're desperate to improve performance, however, you become much more...


		

Visual Design for the Modern WebNew Riders Publishing, 2007
Just as great artists must understand their tools, great Web designers must understand the technology behind their art. In Visual Design for the Web, author Penny McIntire shows novice Web designers how to use their tools--including HTML, CSS, and JavaScript--in conjunction with the principles of aesthetics and usability to become masters of their...

		

Linux Performance Tuning and Capacity Planning (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
Covering topics from analysis tools to kernel tuning, to capacity management, this book offers a single point of reference for what you need to know. Anyone who has ever had to speed existing operations or project usage patterns for future loads, knows that tracking down the relevant information can be a difficult task. That's why this book has...






		

Cybercrime: Criminal Threats from Cyberspace (Crime, Media, and Popular Culture)Praeger Publishers, 2010

	This book is an outstanding contribution to the interdisciplinary series on Crime, Media, and Popular Culture from Praeger Publishers. Because of the pervasiveness of media in our lives and the salience of crime and criminal justice issues, we feel it is especially important to provide a home for scholars who are engaged in innovative and...


		

Oracle Essbase 9 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	The hot new data analysis trends involve business intelligence and analytics. The technology that supports business intelligence and analytics better than anything else is today's multidimensional OLAP technology - and there is none better than Oracle Essbase! Although storing data in a cube and developing analytical applications leaves...


		

Implementing ITIL Configuration ManagementIBM Press, 2008
Practical, Real-World ITIL Configuration Management–From Start to Finish
 

The IT Infrastructure Library® (ITIL) places the “best practices” in IT operations at your command. ITIL helps you make better technology choices, manages IT more effectively,...






		

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 PatternsPackt Publishing, 2011


	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 is an exciting platform for developing middleware

	and integration solutions. As our computing ecosystem moves ever further away

	from monolithic mainframe style applications, we find ourselves spending an ever

	increasing amount of time integrating existing systems. This trend continues and

	increases...

		

Firefox and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and EmailQue, 2005
There's a new browser in town: Firefox is quickly becoming a  leading alternative to Microsoft Internet Explorer. If you are new  to Firefox and want to see what all the buzz is about, Firefox  and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and Email is the guide that  you need. By focusing on how to configure...


		

Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to Professional introduces you to the world of Perl Internet application development. This book tackles all areas crucial to developing your first web applications and includes a powerful combination of real-world examples coupled with advice. Topics range from serving and consuming RSS feeds,...
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